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if Barney and my mother bring a couple of inexpensive toys to little
Pamela. After all, she's the only grandchild on either side and isn't
one bit spoiled. But Susan has her own parents so intimidated they
are afraid to give our baby presents except on holidays.
I've never before spoken critically of Susan's parents—and
I must say I've been pushed hard by her mother. I know my ideas
on diet may sound extreme, although I can run 5 miles without
raising my blood pressure, and I haven't had a cold in years. IVe
always given Susan plenty of credit for being sweet enough to
adopt my ideas—to please me, she also stopped smoking—but I
sure do weary of the way my mother-in-law chatters on about my
eating habits and drags up the subject in company. People "oh"
and "ah" and make me feel like an animal in the zoo. Susan hangs
on the telephone trading recipes with her mother, and the two of
them talk back and forth about what on earth to feed me. While
Susan often comments on the length of my father's telephone con-
versations, she spends more time on the wire with her mother.
I know my father's twice-told tales bore my wife, but her
mother's thrice-told tales are just as boring to me. Furthermore, I
hold it against my mother-in-law that Susan started off with such a
poor grounding on sex. I spent a good part of our first year sleeping
on the living room sofa. Susan was terrified by the physical side of
love. Whenever I approached her, she was likely to become upset
or to be so terribly tense that often the result was a nervous illness
of some kind. For at least six months, outbreaks of hives kept her
miserable. That made me miserable, too, and I certainly wasn't
flattered
Susan's nervous illnesses have disappeared, but she gets little
pleasure, if any, from our sexual relationship. However, she and I
didn't come here for advice on sex. What I want to know is what to
do about my father. I'm sure Susan would like to cut Barney out of
our lives. But she has an awfully strong sense of justice. If we go to
my parents' mountain cabin for a day, we have to take her parents
driving for an afternoon. If we eat a meal with my family, we have
to eat a meal with hers. Since she feels such an obligation to her

